
Galactic Playground  

(instructions) 



-you are a walking cloud. hug the sky until your become blue  

-choose a colour that matches the colour of your spirit. jump from colour to colour 

until you disappear  

-invent a game with an invisible ball. explain this game to others. invite them to 

play with you  

-forget your name for the rest of the day. dance with an ant  

-make a circle holding hands. talk with the heat of your hands  

-write a poem with the shape of your body. have someone read this poem out loud  

-sit down. close your eyes. your body disappears when you listen to birds. You 

respond back in their language  

-jump on one leg until you jump with no legs. float for 3 minute in the air  



-choose a color to transform into. invent a new color. mix with the rest of the colors 

you are playing with  

-your hands tell a story to your face. invite someone to tell your face a story with 

their hands  

-the wind tells you its favourite animal. interpret this animal when it sleeps  

-time is a hat that you wear. describe this hat while you slowly walk backwards  

-if the moon was green you would be...  

-choose a cloud. imitate its shape and colour as it changes  

-multiply the age of the sun by yours. transform this number into fiscal energy  

-each colour is a dimension. your thoughts have no gravity in these dimensions  

-your head is a planet. orbit the playground talking in numbers  



-your tongue is a painting. show your painting to the sun  

-play an instrument with your mouth. swim in the sound others make  

-you are melting cheese on another planet  

-your nose is the past. your ears are a window. your eyes are your arms. your heart 

-is your mouth. your legs are your hair. your teeth are doors  

-you are a million year-old golden spider. make a web to catch an impossible thought  

close one eye. become a silver snake that needs another snake to see in three 

dimensions  

-the wind is an animal. pet him  

-make a human triangle and become a super scale nose. invite a flower to give a talk  

-the sun is a bronze key. take this key and open an inner door  



-your hands are so long they can touch the sun. bring the sun to earth  

-take a light beam and use it like a wire to make a drawing that floats in the air  

-there are no walls here. build a house. become a talking wall  

-count backwards from one thousand to zero  

-you are an atom floating in space that has landed on earth and needs to behave like 

a human  

-invent a language  

-you are a mirror with legs. play a game mirrors would like to play  

-walk like your feet are books. take the books back to the library  

-triplicate yourself  



-tell a joke to a plant tell a secret to a flower  

-lay down in the ground and walk away from your body. observe it like a fish out of 

water  

-cars are butterflies. butterflies are cars  

-the earth used to be flat. now it is round. tomorrow it will be a triangle. the day 

after tomorrow it will be a tentacle. what will it be next?  

-you move slower than a shadow  

-trees want to play a game that you invent  

-you are a grain of sand in a cosmic plate. visualise this  

-freeze. become a statue that commemorates time  

-the weather is a movie. you play a dog  



-there are huge invisible multicolour dice in the playground. throw the dice into the 

sky. read resulting the colour  

-collaborate with a rainbow to make a film  

-invent a land and build a city made of sound  

-ant techno party. you bring the food and they bring the music  

-call a waterfall on the phone. hear what it says. explain the plan to others  

-eres un perro que ladra y quiere morder una nube  

-llega del futuro un computadora que llora. elige un color donde toman el té.  

le explicas el presente  

-eres una langosta de mar que se mira al espejo por primera vez  



-inventa un juego con los árboles y las hormigas  

-multiply the hour of the day by your age. subtract your weight. add your height.  

-divide by your amount of teeth. this number is your favorite food. eat this number  

you’re the dial. Play your shadow  


